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Let G be a finite group, p a prime and (K, R, F) a splitting p-modular 
system for the subgroups of G. It is well known [3, IV.4.71 that if 
G = DC,(D) for a p-subgroup D of G then, for any irreducible character [ 
of G/D of p-defect 0 and any character x of D, the map 8: G 4 R defined by 
if g,ED, 
otherwise, (1) 
is a character of G where g,, denotes the p-part of g. Discussions with G. R. 
Robinson brought out the (perhaps known) fact that the same is true if [ is 
any projective character of G/D. In this paper we present a construction for 
D-projective RG-modules from arbitrary RD-modules and projective 
R[G/D]-modules. Thus we are able to put the character formula (1) into a 
module-theoretic context. We also consider a slightly more general class of 
groups. 
We start with a group G with factorization G = NC,(D) where N is some 
normal subgroup of G and D is a Sylow p-subgroup of N. (Groups of this 
type also appear in [ 1,2,4].) For subsets X, Y of the group algebra RG, 
C,(Y) denotes the centralizer of Y in X. Let rg: C,,(D) + C,,(N) be the 
relative trace map and e the principal block idempotent of RN. For 
c E C,(D), set U, := IN: DI -’ U:(C). We denote the natural map RG + 
R[G/N] by v and the intersection of its kernel with the center ZRN of RN 
by wZRN. 
We start with a consideration of the algebras involved. Therefore we 
have to recall some basic facts from [2, 41. 
A. PROPOSITION. (i) For any CE C,(D), the element u, is a unit of 
C,,,(N) satisfying v( u, ) = cN and u,. E RNe; 
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(ii) CeRG(N) = O~C,~ln)tCc;(o)lC.~,n,eZRNu,.; 
(iii) the map eRN @.,,,C,,,(N) -+ eRG, a@ b --t ah, is an iso- 
morphism of R-algebras; 
(iv) The sequence 0 + (oZRN) C,,,(N) + C,,,(N) +V R[G/N] + 0 
is exact. 
This is proved exactly as in [4], for instance. 
We use the elements u,. to construct elements with somewhat better 
properties. Recall that the topologies of RG defined by the filtrations 
and 
RG > (JR) RG 3 (JR)’ RG 3 ( JR)3 RG 2 . . . 
RG 3 (JZRN) RG 3 (JZRN)’ RG > . ‘. 
coincide; here JR denotes the maximal ideal of R, and JZRN denotes the 
radical of ZRN. Choose a positive integer k such that x”” = x for p-regular 
elements x in G/N. 
B. LEMMA. Let c E C,(D) such that cN is p-regular in G/N, and let v, w 
be units in C,,,(N) satisfying v(v) = v(w) = cN and v, w E RNc. 
(i) If 1, m are positive integers and jE (eJZRN)’ then 
(e + j)p”‘= e (mod(eJZRN)‘+‘“); 
(ii) ,for any nonnegative integer n, 
UP 
,,I + I ,A 
E / (mod(eJZRN)“k+ ’ u,.); 
(iii) lim,, _ I 21~“’ = lim,,, x key”‘. 
Pro@ (i) This is proved by an induction on m, using 
(e +j)P = i (:) j” E e (mod(eJZRN)‘+ ‘). 
n = 0 
(ii) By the choice of k, upA is a unit of C,,,(N) satisfying v(vp”) = 
(cN)“’ = cN and op” E RNcPh = RNc. By Proposition A, up” - v E 
(oZRN) u, 6 (JZRN) U, . Now suppose that n is a positive integer such that 
up”k _ up’n-“h (mod(eJZRN)‘” “k+‘~,.), and write oPnk= (e+j) up “-“’ with 
jE (eJZRN)‘“m’)k+‘. Then rp’““” = (e+j)pk vpnk where (e+j)pk=e 
(mod(eJZRN)“kC’ ), by (i). This completes the proof of (ii). 
(iii) Since eJZRNu,.= JZRNo= JZRNw we may write v= (e+ i) w 
for some i E eJZRN. Then vpnA = (e + j)pnA wpnA with (e + j)p” s 
e(mod(eJZRN)‘lk+ ’ ) for any n, by (i). So (iii) is proved. 
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It follows from Lemma B that, for any element c E C,(D), the sequence 
WkLIE N converges and that its limit depends only on the image of c in 
G/N. We denote this limit by tic.N. The following main result of [2] is now 
an easy consequence. 
C. PROPOSITION. IJ’ p does not divide IG: NI then the map 
eRN @,R[G/N] +eRG, a@gN+ati,,w, is an isomorphism sf R-algebras. 
Proqf It follows from the preceding results that C,,,,(N) = 
0 ,FNEC.INeZRNz2PN. Furthermore, it is an easy consequence of Lemma B 
that z&,zi,, = ti,,,, for g, h E G. This shows that the R-algebras C,,,,(N) and 
eZRN 0 R R[G/N] are isomorphic, and similarly, eRG and 
eRN @ R R[G/N] are isomorphic where the isomorphism is given as above. 
Now we are in a position to present our module construction. In the 
following, all modules will be right modules which are free and finitely 
generated over R. 
D. THEOREM. Let X be an eRN-module and Z a projective R[GIN]- 
module. Regard Z as a C,,,(N)-module hla means qf the epimorphism 
v: C,,,(N) -+ R[G/N] ofproposition A, and denote by Y its projective cover. 
(i) Y is a,free eZRN-module, and its rank over eZRN equals the rank 
qf’Z over R; 
(ii) X Os,xRN Y is a D-projective eRG-module where (x@y) g = 
.xgv,:v, ’ @yv,,fbr elements .Y E X, 11 E Y, g E G and an), unit v, qf C,,,,(N) con- 
tained in RNg; 
(iii) if p does not divide IG: NI then X Q R Z is an eRG-module 
isomorphic to X @ rZRN Y where (x @ z) g = .‘cgtiE$ @ zgN,for elements .Y E X, 
ZEZ, gEG; 
(iv) if N = D and ifx denotes the character qf X and [ the character qf 
Z then the character 8 qf X @ c,ZRN Y is given hp ( 1). 
Proof (i) By Proposition A, C,,,,(N) is free as a module over eZRN. 
Since Y is projective over C,,,,(N) it is projective over eZRN. Since eZRN 
is a local ring, Y is even a free eZRN-module. Its rank over eZRN equals 
the rank of Y/Y(wZRN) over R since e(oZRN)< JZRN. But obviously 
Y/Y(wZRN) is isomorphic to Z, so (i) is proved. 
(ii) X BeZRN Y is an eRN @ eZRh; C,.,,( N)-module where 
(x@y)(a@h) =xa@yh for elements XE X, YE Y, aEeRN, he C,,,,;(N). 
The isomorphism of Proposition A turns X BrKiRN Y into an eRG-module 
where the action of G is given as above. It remains to show that 
X BrZRN Y is D-projective. Since direct sums and direct summands of D- 
projective modules are again D-projective we may assume Y = C,.,,(N). 
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Since D is a Sylow p-subgroup of N it is therefore sufficient to prove that 
the map 
x @rZRN C,,,(N) -+ x @ RN RG, x @ c -+ x 8 (', 
is an isomorphism of RG-modules. The map is surjective since, by 
proposition A, 
x @R&=x &,,gv;‘ItiR=xg~~‘@RN~g 
for elements x E X, g E G and any unit v, of C,,,(N) contained in RNg. 
Since both modules have the same rank over R the map must be an 
isomorphism. It is an RG-isomorphism since 
(X~RNL.)g=X~RN~gv~-‘vR=X~RN(g~~‘)Cv, 
= xgv, 1 @RNCVg 
for elements x E X, g E G, c E C,,,(N) and vK as above. 
(iii) Obviously, X@,Z is an rRN@,R[G/N]-module. Then the 
isomorphism of proposition C induces the eRG-module structure defined 
above. In order to show that X@,Z and X0,,,, Y are isomorphic eRG- 
modules we may assume that Z=fR[G/N] for a primitive idempotentfof 
R[G/N]. Denote by p: R[G/N] + C,,,(N), gN+ ti,,, the monomorphism 
of proposition C. Since C,,,,(N) = eZRNp(R[G/N]) we get 
14.f) C,,m(N) = 14.f) eZRNARCG/NI ) = ~ZRNP(Z). 
So we may assume that Y = p(f) C,,,(N). Now define the map X@,Z -+ 
x@,,RN Y by x @ z -+ x @ p(z). This is well defined and surjective since 
X@c%RN Y= X@,,,,eZRNp(Z)= X@p(Z). 
It is an RG-homomorphism since 
for elements x E X, z E Z, g E G. Since both modules have the same rank 
over R our result follows. 
(iv) If g, I$ D then B(g) = 0 since X0,,, Y is D-projective. So we 
may assume that g, E D. Since the $-part g,. of g is contained in C,(D), 
D(g) = D x (g,,). The restriction of Z to D(g)/D is a (projective) 
R[D(g)/D]-module, and the restriction of Y is its projective cover. By 
(iii), the RD( g)-modules X0,,, Y and X@,Z are isomorphic. We note 
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that obviously 1.4~ = g and ti,, =gP. by the choice of k. From this obser- 
vation formula (1) follows easily. 
We remark that it is possible to give character formulas in the case 
N # D as well; they seem of little practical use, however. Therefore we do 
not present them here. 
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